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Rationale 
Why would you do this course? 

Flight provides an excellent head-start for a future career in 
aviation, aeronautical engineering, or other aviation branches. 
Flight training is not a prerequisite to the course. 

Beyond the classroom, this subject offers you: 

• Guest speakers from Industry and the Australian 
Defence Forces  

• Two performance-based financial scholarships awarded 
to graduating Year 12 students 

• Excursion to Canberra’s 737-800NG simulator  
• iFly excursion 
• Navigation extension program based on the Flight Management System in the Boeing 737-800 

 
Learner dispositions 
What type of person usually studies this course? 

Students who study Flight are typically interested in understanding the science behind aircraft design and the role of 
science in promoting safe flight operations. If you’ve ever wondered how a 500-tonne Airbus A380 can get off the 
ground, how pilots navigate at night, or how human psychology affects flight safety, these topics and many more are 
explored throughout the 2-year course.  

Students who study Flight may be considering a career (civilian or military) as a pilot, engineer, avionics technician, 
aircraft mechanic, air traffic controller, flight instructor, operations agent/loadmaster, meteorologist and much more. 
Past students have concurrently studied Flight while working independently towards obtaining their Recreational Pilot 
Licence. This course also caters for students who want to study science in an applied context. 

Readiness 
What courses or previous experience would make a student ready to study this subject at LTC? 

A strong interest in aviation is the best indicator of enjoyment and success in this subject. Because many of the 
concepts studied in Flight are based on physics, it is recommended that students have at least a C average in Year 10 
Science and a C average in Level 2 Year 10 Maths. You are also ready to study Flight if you have the determination to 
practice new skills outside of class on a regular basis. 

  

Flight A/T 

This unique STEM-based course explores the role of modern science and technology in today’s 
aviation industry. The course is structured around the theoretical requirements of the Private 

Pilot Licence and integrates extensive flight simulator training in class. 
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Content and Assessment Overview 

In Year 11, students build on the ideas introduced in the F – 10 Australian Curriculum: Science. Across all units, students 
use science inquiry skills to design, conduct and analyse safe and effective investigations. They communicate methods 
and findings using qualitative and quantitative representations in appropriate modes and genres. 

Unit Breakdown and Course Pattern 

Year 11: Units 1 and 2  Year 12: Units 3 and 4 

Unit 1: 

Unit 1 studies the principles underpinning flight 
including the physics of lift, weight, thrust and drag; 
aircraft control surfaces; and civilian licence classes. 
Students perform calculations to determine optimal 
aircraft loading and balance and learn to calculate Take 
Off Distance Required (TODR) and Landing Distance 
Required (LDR), atmospheric conditions, runway 
surface and aircraft weight. 

 

Unit 2: 

In this unit students will study meteorology and its 
application to aviation, as well as the limitations that 
human physiology and psychology place on safe 
aircraft operation and design. Students attend an 
excursion to Canberra’s Boeing 737-800 simulator to 
explore the role of stress and task saturation in the 
cockpit environment. 

Unit 3: 

Students study the principles and practices of aircraft 
navigation, including the relationship between spatial 
coordinates and time, chart reading skills, route 
planning, fuel calculations and the use of radio 
navigation aids. Students plan and execute multiple 
flights using the LTC flight simulator!  

 
Unit 4: 

In the final unit students will have the opportunity to 
examine a problem of their choosing related to 
aerodynamics. They will be guided to develop a 
research proposal, carry out scientific modelling, 
complete CAD design and CFD (Computational Flow 
Dynamics) analysis and finally compare their modelling 
with real-world wind tunnel testing. 

Types of assessment items: 

• Exams 
• Research assignments 
• Investigative reports 
• Practical skills test 
• Science communication posters 

For more information, visit the BSSS website, speak to the SLC of Science/PE, or visit the LTC website: 
http://www.ltc.act.edu.au/Learning/unit_outlines 
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